FULL-STACK COMMUNICATIONS
PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE
ABOUT US

ONE PLATFORM. EVERY CHANNEL.

Since 2006, our mission has been to create
seamless mobile interactions between
businesses and people. An integral part of the
A2P messaging evolution, Infobip is committed
to creating solutions that just work.

Connect to our platform to integrate channels
right for your business. From SMS, voice,
and push notifications, to email, and chat
apps (Viber, Facebook Messenger, LINE...),
seamless integration speeds up time-tomarket and gives you worldwide reach, in
minutes.

It’s what’s on the inside that counts, it’s why
we built our A2P SMS platform from the
ground up. Our unique culture fuels continuous
innovation at the platform’s core, allowing full
control of security and service quality down
to the deepest interaction. 50+ worldwide
offices represent our vision of being truly local,
globally.

Geo-distributed infrastructure maintained
by a 150-strong dev force and quality tech
support with industry’s best response
times results in uninterrupted business
communications, regardless of your volume
and scale.

Operating a platform on a globally-distributed
proprietary cloud, possessing the knowledge of
telco regulations and best messaging practices
is the way to build elevated mobile experiences,
helping enterprises and mobile operators
innovate. Today, our platform is used by over
60% of the population, making it the largest
network of its kind and the only full-stack
cPaaS globally.
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Local expertise backed by this global
communications platform serves the most
demanding industries around the globe,
giving our partners enterprise scale with
startup-like agility.
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WE POWER YOUR MOBILE WORLD
Enterprise
Seamlessly integrate to offer new services
for consumer engagement across mobile
channels. Consumers around the world rely
on mobile to navigate their lives, which is why
the world’s largest enterprises, OTTs and
financial institutions trust us to effectively
deliver their mobile communications.

Operators
We built our business on 400+ successful
operator partnerships, working together to
enhance network performance and security.
Business-as-a-Service and Enterprise
Partnership models, advanced A2P SMS
firewall with filtering and monetization
components and carrier billing help you open
new revenue streams.

Developers
Infobip API opens the door to billions of
subscribers by executing calls directly in the
telecom network. Service APIs and libraries
are built by developers for developers, offering
gapless access to communications.

OUR VALUES
We are the HUMBLE ENGINEERS led
by our philosophy of LEARNING BY
DOING and fueled by our PASSION FOR
TECHNOLOGY. We value CREATIVITY,
PERSISTENCE and INNOVATION.
INTEGRITY and living MEANINGFUL
LIVES are the FOUNDATIONS of ALL
OUR VALUES.

GLOBAL PRESENCE
EUROPE
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA | Sarajevo

+38733262906

CROATIA | Rijeka

+38551564759

CROATIA | Vodnjan

+38552635826

CROATIA | Zagreb

+38516406055

FRANCE | Paris

+33785080501

VIETNAM | Hanoi

+84945375383

VIETNAM | Ho Chi Minh City

+84903200065

NORTH AMERICA
CANADA | Vancouver

+16045669031

USA | New York

+16045669031

USA | San Francisco

+16045669031

GERMANY | Munich

+498914377647

GREECE | Athens

+302103422006

LATAM

ITALY | Milan

+390249532430

ARGENTINA | Buenos Aires

POLAND | Warsaw

+48664500055

SERBIA | Belgrade

+381114142760

SPAIN | Madrid

+34916034362

SWEDEN | Stockholm

+46735103696

UK | London

+442078374180

MENA

BRAZIL | Curitiba

+554132244879

BRAZIL | São Paulo

+551139001300

CHILE | Santiago

+56232245960

COLOMBIA | Bogotá

+5717043487

MEXICO | Mexico City

+525567328916

PARAGUAY | Asunción

+595 21 3383745

PERU | Lima

BANGLADESH | Dhaka

+5114878561

+8801743628666

EGYPT | Cairo

+20225734096

PAKISTAN | Islamabad

+92512894208

UAE | Dubai

+97143687293

AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA | Sydney

+60173394410

AFRICA
CÔTE D’IVOIRE | Abidjan

APAC
CHINA | Shenzhen

+541148908619

+86075586719514

CHINA | Beijing
INDIA | Bangalore
INDIA | Mumbai
INDIA | New Delhi
INDIA | Pune

+8615001300206
+919742251710
+9102224935063
+911204242879
+9102065287770

INDONESIA | Jakarta

+622157948399

JAPAN | Tokyo

+818077246802

MALAYSIA | Kuala Lumpur

+60386010105

+22522417216

GHANA | Accra

+233249889408

KENYA | Nairobi

+254729774383

MOROCCO | Casablanca

+212522364331

NIGERIA | Lagos

+23416322705

SOUTH AFRICA | Johannesburg

+27115681555

TANZANIA | Dar es Salaam

+255685048142

UGANDA | Kampala

+256751461922

ZAMBIA | Lusaka

+260964681335

EURASIA

PHILIPPINES | Manila

+6324795467

KAZAKHSTAN | Almaty

+77273110289

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE | Singapore

+65 6818 9722

RUSSIA | Moscow

+74956427243

SOUTH KOREA | Seoul

+821032780565

RUSSIA | St. Petersburg

TAIWAN | Taipei

+886266175988

TURKEY | Istanbul

+902129100700

UKRAINE | Kiev

+380443383061

THAILAND | Bangkok

+6626519384

+78129039530

Infobip operates one of the world's leading proprietary messaging and communications platforms, designed to
connect mobile network operators with enterprises. Offices on six continents and strategic partnerships with major
telco groups enable us to provide seamless integration and delivery.
Always looking for innovation and new ideas, fostering a customer-first business philosophy and being at home in
every part of the world makes us the reliable provider for thousands of clients worldwide.
www.infobip.com

AWARDS:

info@infobip.com
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